Abstract-Micro-grid is a kind of distributed low-voltage supply network by integrating various distributed powers, energy storage systems and controlled load. In micro-grid, distributed power can be divided into certain and stochastic power. The prediction on supply capacity of micro-grid focuses on electric energy production by stochastic power. The wind energy power is predicted in this paper by support vector machine (SVM) and the combination method of improved particle swarm optimization (PSO) and simulated annealing (SA) which forms a hybrid algorithm of SA-IPSO to optimize SVM model parameter adaptively. The case study have proved that this algorithm adjusts model parameter by adaptive learning, so this predicted model track the fluctuation and change of wind energy power effectively and further predict the total supply capacity of micro-grid more accurately.
I. INTRODUCTION
Micro-grid is a concept relative to traditional macrogird, it is composed of several distributed powers and related loads in accordance with particular topological structures. Distributed power includes micro gas turbine, photovoltaic cell, small wind turbine generator, fuel cell etc. Distributed power takes full advantage of wind, solar and any other renewable resources, which is favorable for environment protection and meets the needs of sustainable development. However, such distributed power used renewable resource is strongly stochastic that it has some effects on supply capacity of grid and changes with external environment. The dynamic prediction on generating capacity of grid means ultrashort term generating production prediction that is the base for optimization of micro-grid dispatch. Therefore, the paper puts forward the predicted methods of electric energy production and establishes related prediction models so as to reflect the operating conditions of microgrid and prove the decision basis for operation and management of micro-grid [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] .
Wind power prediction plays an important part in stochastic power system, and accurate prediction is directly related to the need for balancing energy. It is important for power production schedules and dispatch decisions. Methods of predicting wind power include autoregressive models (ARIMA) [6] , artificial neural networks (ANNs) [7] , fuzzy logic [8] , support vector machines [9] , hybrid method [10] and [11] . These models proved its effectiveness to some degree. However, it is necessary to study the ability to fit the rules of dynamic wind power more properly.
The present study aims to evaluate performance and enhance accuracy for ultra-short term wind power prediction. The proposed system is established by support vector machine (SVM) prediction model. Additionally, a hybrid algorithm of SA-IPSO which is the combination methods of improved particle swarm optimization (PSO) and simulated annealing (SA) is proposed. It is used to optimize SVM model parameter adaptively. In the case study of this paper, the proposed system is applied to wind power prediction. The performance of proposed models shows that this algorithm adjusts model parameter by adaptive learning and tracks the fluctuation of wind energy power effectively and further predicts the total supply capacity of micro-grid more accurately.
II. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The prediction on supply capacity of micro-grid is to predict electric energy production by various distributed powers in micro-grid. The distributed power can be divided into two categories: one is stochastic power belonging to sustainable resource, of which the output power is affected by external environment greatly, including wind turbine generator system, photovoltaic cell, etc. It has the characteristic of particular randomness and uncertainty; the other is certain power, it has the output which does not change with external effects, such as micro gas turbine. Therefore, we can divide the electric energy production generated by distributed power into two parts [3] : one is the output power Pd according to generating plan of certain power; the other is the output power Pr of stochastic power. For Pr, it is necessary to establish a model for prediction.
Electric energy production generated by distributed power can be shown in Formula (1):
Therefore, the prediction on electric energy generation by micro-grid mainly refers to the prediction of Pr.
According to the analysis on categories of distributed powers, this paper takes wind turbine generator system as an example to study the prediction model of its power output. Based on the prediction of electric energy production generated by wind turbine generators, planned generating production of certain power can be increased in the same predicted cycle, by which total electric energy production in micro-grid can be achieved.
Since wind turbine generator system has strong randomness, and output data of its power has a large fluctuation range for various factors, this paper takes SA-IPSO as an optimized element to support SVM to make an ultra-short term prediction modeling on wind turbine generator system. SA-IPSO can choose optimal SVM parameters adaptively and achieve a better tracking on the fluctuation and change of wind energy power.
A. SA-IPSO Algorithm
In particle swarm optimization (PSO), every particle gradually trends to the direction of optimal solution based on search experience of particle and particle swarm. If the particle is under great effect of momentum factor and it may not have a sophisticated search on the optimal solution [11] . Therefore it will be converged in a local solution space where precocity may occur. On the other hand, since all particle swarms "fly" to the direction of approaching optimal solution, the closer they are, the slower speed of the particle has, which will trend to zero and lose the search capacity and diversity, thus PSO becomes slow in convergence and easily converged in local optimal solution in the late stage of iteration. The integration of PSO and any other algorithm by which can optimize together to improve search capacity and reliability can also be considered. This paper puts forward a new algorithm named SA-IPSO.
B. Design Ideas of SA-IPSO
There are four way for the combination of particle swarm and any other algorithm: parallel, serial, adaptive and self-learning. Based on optimization of particle swarm, some of the particles take self-learning method and will produce a series of new particles on the basis of the former ones. Then with different optimized algorithms, operation will be taken on these new particles as shown in Fig.1: ( ) This paper puts forward optimized algorithm SA-IPSO which is the combination algorithm based on selflearning. It puts the efficient advantages of PSO and simulated annealing (SA) algorithm together which receives deterioration solution in a particular probability, and has the ability to jump out local optimal solution. Meanwhile, disturbance of extreme value is put into this algorithm to acquire a better converged reliability in the course of solving sophisticated optimization problems, and improve the optimized function of algorithm.
C. Disturbance of Extreme Value
In the process of evolution, when the speed of particle reaches or approaches zero, the optimal solution is yet searched that the optimized process is terminal and traps in a local optimal solution. For this issue, in the algorithm of SA-IPSO, taking function d which changes according to adaptive value as a toggle condition, it is the method of stochastic disturbance on private extreme value Pbesti. Definition of disturbed operator in extreme value is as shown in Formula (2). 
Where, ( ) 
D. Structure of SA-IPSO Algorithm
SA-IPSO algorithm is as follows:
Step 1: Initialize the parameters of PSO algorithm including the velocity and position of each particle, set accelerated factors c1, c2 and the largest frequency of iteration. In the scope of [0, 1], it generates two stochastic figures initialized as r1, r2; initialize the initial and terminal temperatures of simulated annealing as T 0 and T f respectively, and set K as the temperature cooling coefficient and Lk as Markov length, and set the present temperature T k = T 0 .
Step 2: According to the initial value of every particle, calculate adaptive value with function f(x), and then initialize the individual optimal position corresponding to this fitness. In the present optimal solutions, choose the optimal position and initialize the overall optimal positions.
Step 3: Start PSO iteration
Step 4: Implement isothermal process in annealing, and carry out the following operations corresponding to each temperature period: a. For each particle pursuing the optimal solution Pbest in private situation and the optimal solution Pgbest in group situation, update the speed and position of particle.
b. Calculate adaptive value f (x') of new group, and operate according to adaptive value: if the adaptive value is lower than present optimal solution, use this position to replace the optimal position, and replace the corresponding adaptive value; if the adaptive value f (x') is higher than the adaptive value f(g) corresponding to present optimal position Pbest and meets exp ((f (x')-f( g ))/ Tk)>rand(0,1), receive this particle as the optimal one presently, that is to say, receive non-optimal solution in particular probability.
Step 5: If the frequency of iteration is equal to Lk, isothermal process will be completed. Operate the progress of T K+1 =k*Tk and turn to Step 6. If not, turn to
Step 4.
Step 6: Calculate the momentum factor value ω of each particle according to the way of linearly decreasing weight with iteration frequency. In accordance with (2), (3) and (4), disturb the particles.
Step 7: If it meets the terminal conditions (temperature is low enough, and the frequency of iteration reaches maximum), it progress is completed. If not, turn to Step 3.
E. Test for Convergence of SA-IPSO:
For optimization algorithm, the ability to seek optimal solution is not only related to its own characteristics of algorithm, but also related to the complexity of optimized issue. This paper adopts three test functions with different characteristics to test the nature of SA-IPSO, taking classic PSO, LWPSO (Linearly Decreasing Inertia Weight PSO), SAPSO without disturbance and SA-IPSO proposed to make simulation tests respectively. Algorithm parameters are set as: group size is P=40, accelerated factors are c1=1.5, c2=1.5. Each algorithm on the tested function is operated independently for seeking optimal process for 20 times respectively, and gets the average value. The optimal results are as follow Fig.2 , Fig.3 and Fig.4 . It can be seen that under the condition of limited frequency of iteration, the adaptive SA-IPSO mentioned in this paper has been improved in both optimized effects and stability to some degree. 
F. SVM Model with SA-IPSO
This paper puts forward to use SVM model to complete the prediction on wind turbine generator of distributed power, and SVM parameter optimization adopts SA-IPSO algorithm. The SA-IPSO features highefficient capacity in overall seeking optimal solution and SVM possesses a nice capacity in popular learning.
III EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Taking a micro-grid as an example, we make an ultrashort term prediction on electric energy production. It chooses 15min as predicted cycle. The micro-grid power supply is composed of wind turbine generator system with 4Mw nominal power and gas turbine with 1.5Mw as its nominal power. As for stochastic power in micro-grid, wind turbine generator system will be predicted on its power output by the model proposed in this study and its predicted cycle is 15min. The history wind power output is used as training data. Fig.5 shows the actual and predicted active power output curve of wind turbine generator system. As we know from (1), the total production Ps of distributed power in micro-grid is the sum of the output of stochastic and certain power. Its predicted curve is shown in Fig.6 . 
IV CONCLUSIONS
The prediction on supply capacity of micro-grid provides the basis for the operation and management of micro-grid, and the optimization and dispatch of macrogrid. This paper establishes an ultra-short term prediction model to predict electric energy production, implements a simulation demonstration to improve that it is effective to predict the micro-grid energy production by the integration of SA-IPSO and SVM. In addition, the SA-IPSO algorithm in this paper enhances the adaptive tracking capacity of fluctuation in stochastic distributed generation by adaptive learning dynamically adjusting SVM model parameter, so as to improve the accuracy of ultra-short term prediction on generating production by micro-grid.
